Most scientists agree that interception of moving obuninformed observers produced voluntary rotational jects would be impossible without compensation for processing delays in the sensory and the motor pathways. Secondly, delays at the sensory end, for example,
This view, suggesting that compensation for sensory and motor delays occurs within the motor pathways, Likewise, proprioceptive information from skin, muscles, and joints traveling to the cortex, and neural stimutaken together with the generally accepted view that delays in the registration of a flash cannot be compenlation of muscles following "motor commands" from the cortex, are subject to significant delays. Thus, there is sated for, then suggests the following explanation of the present flash-lag effect for hand movement: neural an analogous problem concerning the spatial lag in the sensed position of the moving end effector controlled delays in the transmission of the sensed position of the observer's moving hand are compensated for within the by the central nervous system. Although, compensation for the visual and sensorimotor delays could, in princimotor pathways. Thus, the observer correctly senses the current instantaneous position of the moving hand. ple, occur anywhere between sensory input and motor output, it is clear that interceptive behaviors would However, the perception of the flash is delayed, causing the perceived position of the flash to lag behind the felt breakdown and that the animal would starve or risk severe injury if these delays were not compensated for.
position of the hand. In the backdrop of parsimony, however, the similarity of the present flash-lag to the The motion-extrapolation account of the standard (visual) flash-lag suggested that compensation for the spastandard (visual) flash-lag suggests a common cause. This suggests the possibility, which we now explore, tial lag in the seen position of moving objects is accomplished within the visual system [4-6]. However, visual of analogous mechanisms compensating for delays in different parts of the nervous system. compensation has been considered philosophically problematic [18], so critics of visual compensation have Internal models [1], in particular the internal forward sate for delays that would otherwise cause spatial localization errors for the moving limb. The present flash-lag effect measured in relation to the moving hand provides further evidence for the internal forward models in the central nervous system. A parsimonious account of the flash-lag effect, both the purely visual case and the present sensory-motor case, may be given in terms of compensation for neural delays. The similarity of the present flash-lag effect to the standard (visual) flash-lag effect suggests that forward models, thus far hypothesized to aid in motor behavior, may have a "purely" visual counterpart. It is interesting to note that this hypothetical forward model within the visual system can become engaged in situations where the observer neither makes, nor intends 
